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Waiting List Form 

Please complete this form to be added to the waiting list for training at  

G.C. Natural Horsemanship. 

518 Bamganie Road, Meredith, Vic.  

www.gcnaturalhorsemanship.com.au 

 

Once completed please email this form back to us at g.c.natural.horsemanship@gmail.com 

If you have any further questions please email or call Georgia on 0432352201.  

You can also communicate with us via our Facebook business page messenger.  

 

Once added to the waiting list we will do our best to give you an indication of wait times, 

however through winter we are often held up by inclement weather which slows progress 

with horses and thus affects the progress through the waiting list. The purpose of this form 

is to allow us to assess which horses we may be able to squeeze in if we have shorter gaps 

to fill and which horses may be able to be worked with by assistant trainers/working 

students, and which can only be worked with by Georgia.  

Any horses trained by others working for us will still be fully overseen and assisted by 

Georgia when required. This will allow us to progress through the waiting list more 

efficiently as Georgia can only manage so many horses each day to ensure they get 

sufficient time. By having an assistant trainer or working students helping with horses we 

not only will work more efficiently but we are also helping the next generation of young 

people who are passionate about good horsemanship, which will benefit everyone by 

having more capable trainers available for future training. If you have any questions about 

this please discuss with us.  

 

If at any point you no longer require your place on the waiting list we would greatly 

appreciate you letting us know so we can remove you from the list and adjust our estimated 

wait times for other clients. Thank you.  
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Client name: _______________________________________________ 

Date form submitted: ________________________________________ 

 

Contact details:  

Phone: ______________________________ 

Email: _______________________________ 

Address: 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Horse name: ___________________________________________________ 

 

Breed: ___________________________ 

Age: _____________________________ 

Height: ___________________________ 

 

 

Please circle:  

Saddle Starting                       Further ridden training (already been ridden)   

 

Problem Solving                     Handling young horse (under 2.5 years old)  
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If saddle starting please describe your horse’s level of handling and 

experiences he/she has already had:  

eg. Wild horse, domestic horse with no handling, minimal handling, never had 

feet trimmed, good basic handling- can catch, handle feet, float, rug etc.  

further handling- has worn a roller or saddle, has had lots of ground work and 

exposure to different things, has been sat on already etc.  

Please also mention if there are any areas your horse has struggled with or any 

things like separation anxiety, nervous, kicks etc.  

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________ 

 

Further training and problem solving, please explain problems and/or areas 

that you wish your horse to be furthered.  

eg. Horse needs further general riding work, trail riding experience, obstacle 

training, discipline specific training etc.  

 

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________ 
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Please describe your riding experience and confidence level, what you hope 

to be able to do with your horse at the end of the training time, and any 

other relevant information about you which may affect your riding that we 

need to be aware of.  
eg. You are an experienced/intermediate/beginner rider. You are confident or 

a little or a lot nervous.  

You hope to trail ride, attend riding club/lessons/clinics, compete in a 

particular discipline.  

You have health issues/injuries which we should be aware of, for example you 

can only mount from the right hand side due to a knee or hip injury, as we will 

need to train your horse accordingly to accommodate these things as best we 

can for you.  

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________ 
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If horse is to be sold by us on your behalf please provide as much further 

information as you can about your horse and its training and suitability for a 

new home. Please also be aware that a 10% commission is taken off the sale 

price to cover the extra time spent advertising, communication with buyers 

and showing the horse to buyers. Weekly fee is to be paid until horse is sold 

or if a sale is not successful and your horse returns to you.  

 

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________ 

 


